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In this reflection paper, I will discuss the process of taking my thesis film, Gary, from 
development to distribution, and what I’ve learned from the process.  I will explore the benefits 
and pitfalls of producing this film during a pandemic.  I will tie in this experience with the rest of 
my time as a Graduate Student and Assistant at The University of New Orleans.  
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Thesis Reflection Paper 
 In  my prospectus, my goal for making Gary was to create a thoughtful and engaging 
festival ready film that utilized  available resources to their maximum potential. While certain 
elements of the film did not come out as intended, the process was invaluable and I feel that I 
came away with a strong final project.  To sum up my shortcomings, the film lacks clarity and 
precision.  As I will expand upon this reflection, finding the balance between originality and 
simplicity is where I hope to evolve as a filmmaker.   
Before starting at UNO, a colleague (who had just completed his M.F.A. in film), told me 
the best way to approach graduate school was “to know what you want, and know how to ask 
for it.”  I kept this in mind as I worked through the three years at UNO.  It was my mantra when 
exploring all that UNO had to offer.  Thanks to the positive and generous collaboration with both 
professors and students,  I had the privilege of shooting on 16mm film, utilizing the breadth of 
UNO’s equipment and resources, and creating an independent study to produce a TV pilot.  In 
addition to being a student, I had the good fortune of serving as a Graduate Assistant.  This role 
provided not only a better understanding of UNO’s equipment and editing systems, but also 
afforded me a glimpse into the structure and process of working within a public academic 
institution.  Teaching undergraduates “Beginning Film Production” was instrumental for 
mastering the subject myself, as well as learning the best ways to communicate these ideas in 
an educational setting.   I’m grateful for the well roundedness of the program and the 
opportunities that came my way. 
Coming into this program, I was aiming to build upon my undergraduate film education 
and focus more intensely on screenwriting and directing.  I was surprised that I ended up 
veering into cinematography, but gained technical and creative knowledge of the craft through 
this area.  Thanks to the opportunities given to me, I shot various undergraduate and graduate 
films and gained more confidence in my visual storytelling abilities.  Student filmmaking has its 
limitations with budgets, resources, and time.  Therefore, I approached all my projects as a 
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pragmatist.  I wanted to utilize all of UNO’s resources and build a reliable cohort of colleagues 
to collaborate with.   The first year allowed a revisitation of some of the basic principles of 
filmmaking.  It also began the process of producing films with my fellow classmates.  Although 
the productions were basic exercises, it created space for us to get to know each other’s 
strengths, work ethic, and aesthetic style.  Straight out of the gate, partnerships and trust began 
to form which would carry through the final days of the program.  With Covid-19 hitting during 
the spring semester of my second year, the restraints caused all of us to reevaluate our 
process.  I was fortunate enough to shoot my 2nd year film in early February 2020, just missing 
the enforced lockdown and campus regulations.  We had the UNO green screen studio filled 
with crew members and actors, obviously a situation that would be impossible to replicate for 
my upcoming thesis.  Like many of my classmates, I had to ditch my original thesis idea and 
start from scratch.  Traditionally, thesis films are large scale films:  big ideas, huge crews, and 
equipment galore.   But to make our thesis films in 2020, we were required to limit our cast and 
crew to 10 members.   Ultimately, productions would be scaled down.  And with less access to 
people, places, and things, so much was depending on crafting together a good story.  This 
scenario offered a challenge.  How do you make a thesis film  with such limited resources that 
reflects your graduate education?  For me and many of my classmates, it came down to 
developing a concise and contained story matched with quality performances and visuals.  To 
do this successfully, picking the right crew and cast was crucial.  
Robbie Morgan and Kelsey Scult served as my producers and they both brought 
different but invaluable skill sets to production.  Robbie Morgan and I came into this program at 
the same time and have worked together on various projects throughout the years.  He knew 
how I worked and was proactive in filling any gaps during pre-production.  He took ownership on 
acquiring props and making sure we were keeping within Covid-19 regulations as we prepped to 
shoot.  During production, he acted as a glorified PA considering the limited crew members 
allowed on set.  Kelsey brought her expertise with production design and casting.  I hadn’t 
worked with her previously, but knew that she had just co-produced a feature film for a 
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colleague.   Kelsey helped with acquiring set dressing, secured some of the supporting actors in 
the film, and managed catering.  Most importantly, no job was too small for either of these 
producers.  Covid-19 filmmaking necessitates producers to act as catch-alls to compensate for 
such a limited crew.   I was thrilled with both Robbie and Kelsey’s performance in these roles.   
Over the three years working on my own and classmates’ films, I formed professional 
working relationships with many talented students, and had the privilege of hand picking those 
who worked on my thesis.  The majority of the crew members were UNO students, with the 
exception of my D.P. and 2nd camera operator.  Similar to my undergrad experience, I hope 
these collaborations continue long after I finish the program.  There is no escaping that film is a 
collaborative process.  So when delegating to different departments of production (from 
production design to casting), I wanted to make sure I could rely on all my production heads so I 
could focus on directing.  
My production designer, Katherine Hill, knocked it out of the park.   Working on a 
limited budget, we chose to use my house as the set.  Having this access, Katherine and I were 
able to dress the set over a long period of time, rather than rush to design everything in one fell 
swoop.  I’ve learned that casting is of the utmost important, both with actors and crew 
members.  If you cast right, then you’re free to let each individual independently do their job, 
providing limited guidance when necessary.   Katherine went above and behind in securing 
props and set pieces, and gave 100% when on set.  One of my favorite production aspects of 
the film is the chalkboard design in the kitchen.  I had no idea that I had a chalkboard splash, 
but Katherine discovered it and filled it in with colorful scribbles and drawings that further 
brought the set and characters to life. 
 For cinematography, I wanted to exhibit both a formalist and realistic style.  The story 
centers around Flora’s attempt to keep a secret from her partner, Stuart.  The night before, she 
had kidnapped Stuart’s know-it-all boss and locked him in his own trunk.  This would allow 
Stuart an opportunity to voice his ideas at an important upcoming meeting, without being 
silenced by his tyrannical boss.  As Flora tries to cover her tracks, things begin to unravel until 
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she’s forced to admit her wrongdoing.  The film begins as Flora calmly and methodically washes 
the boss’s bloody clothes.  To start, things appear to be in good order.  Visually, we begin the 
film with glossy slow motion shots, smooth dolly shots, and objective vantage points.  We used 
curved dolly tracks to achieve these shots surrounding the two main characters.  Our lighting 
was soft and we used a fog machine to create a lived in and homey atmosphere.  Overall, I’m 
happy with the way this was executed.  My DP and I had several pre-lighting meetings to fine 
tune our look.   As the film progresses, we dissent from order to chaos.  As Flora’s plan to 
destroy the evidence gets more difficult, we implemented tighter handheld shots with wider 
lenses creating a distorted viewpoint.  We approach the climax of the film with frantic handheld 
subjective shots, pans and tilts, and images that go in and out of focus.  The resolution 
proceeds in the car as Flora and Stuart drive over to free Gary from his own trunk.  While we 
remained handheld, the shots were more stable than the chaotic climax.  We end with locked off 
shots of Flora and Stuart beginning to pull away in the car. 
My sound design was focused on the mundane elements of domestic life:  The 
sounds of the washer and dryer, doors opening and closing, the handling of kitchen utensils, 
etc.  Adding on to this, I included sounds of an oncoming storm.  Thunder and rain helped paint 
an ominous feeling of what’s to come, and came to a head when Flora smashes Gary’s phone 
amidst the roar of thunder.  In the living room, a radio softly plays Governor John Bel Edwards 
speaking at a news conference about building more sustainable infrastructure.  This transitions 
into classical music that is meant to act as a counterpoint to the argument that transpires 
between Flora and Stuart.  As for non-diegetic sound, I composed a Doo-wop theme song to 
accent the vibrant colors of the set and the heightened conflict within a relationship setting.  
Classical music during the outside sequences builds off of the radio broadcast and further 
counters the actions of the unfolding scene.  When Flora and Stuart are in the car during the 
resolution, the same Doo-wop song plays on the radio, and eventually serves as the music 
during the credits of the film.  For the  definition text slides, I used an old-time historic song to 
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add some levity to the content.   Overall, I’m satisfied by the sound design for Gary.  Its 
minimalism supports the nature of the contained story.     
When workshopping my film, the most consistent feedback I received was that the 
narrative wasn’t entirely clear.  Clarity, especially in a short film, is paramount.  The script was 
over-complicated, and the rehearsal process shaped the performances with different intentions 
than originally planned.  We conducted three rehearsals, all of which were filmed.  This was 
helpful for reviewing performance, editing the film, and shot selection.  We fine tuned the actor’s 
blocking and performances, but during these rehearsals I made a mistake which unfortunately 
affected the final film.  When we were running the lines, I wanted the actors to workshop the 
dialog, infuse some improv, and essentially make the performance their own.  But I didn’t have a 
crystalized idea of what I needed from each performance, more so from each beat, and so slight 
changes in dialog and approach turned out to work against the overall direction of the film.  
Specifically, the character of Flora gets mad at her boyfriend, Stuart, when he assumes she’s 
upset because of something he did.  Originally, she’s hiding the fact that she kidnapped his 
boss, so she attempts to blame her stress on outside factors - the pandemic, the economy, the 
vulgar division in our country, etc.  These were non-personal grievances that were meant to act 
as humorous attempts of throwing Stuart off the scent.  But during rehearsal we tried it several 
ways, and we shifted from global issues to personal reasons of why she was frustrated with her 
partner.  It was a good performance and the actress had great energy, so we went with it.  In the 
final film, she blows up at Stuart and gives him a laundry list of how she’s been exhausted and 
he hasn’t been very supportive.  But making her issues personal had some unintended effects.  
It came off as Flora actually getting things off her chest, rather than trying to divert Stuart’s 
attention away from her own actions.  Her intention became muddled, and so there was 
confusion about whether or not she was pissed at Stuart, or trying to lead him astray.  If I had a 
better grasp of the story, of each line’s purpose and intention, I could have acknowledged the 
good performance during the rehearsal, but inevitably known that it wasn’t right for this story.  
Because I lacked precision with what I wanted, it resulted in confusion with Flora’s intentions, 
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not to mention it made her more unlikable.  This experience taught me a lot about fusing 
together collaboration and vision.   Ultimately, the director must allow the actors to explore and 
experiment but know what fits in with the story and what does not.  To that extent, I’ve learned 
that some of the most important directorial decisions are incredibly subtle. I was once told that 
directing is like steering a ship that’s heading to its destination, and only making slight 
adjustments if the ship veers off.  Because of my lack of precision, certain beats can be 
misinterpreted and thus throw the viewer in all different directions.  
But while the directing should be subtle, the plot should be clear and straightforward.  
General issues of clarity continued to pop up as I began the editing process.  Confusion arose 
not just from Flora’s attitude, but also with the plot of her kidnapping Gary.  Given the time frame 
of a short film, confusing the audience early on can be detrimental.  In class, we often spoke 
about the difference between intrigue and confusion.  If the audience is intrigued, they don’t 
quite get what’s going on, but are still invested.  Confusion, on the other hand, can take the 
viewer completely out of the film.  After editing a couple of cuts it was painfully evident that I had 
too many subtle and indirect hints at the plot, and therefore left the viewer scrambling to hold on 
to any semblance of a plot.  People were mainly confused about who Gary was and why he was 
kidnapped.  I tried several ways of rectifying this issue, including recording a lengthy voice over 
with Flora, but it all seemed forced.   Ultimately, I decided to include a text definition of a “Gary” 
up front, to both introduce him as a character and explain the reason for the kidnapping.  I was 
able to return to this definition late in the film (as originally intended), when it’s revealed that 
Flora has acted in the same way Gary has, essentially “pulling a Gary.”   I feel this has helped 
add clarity to the story, but I suppose it’s up to the viewer to decide.   
It continues to amaze me how inadequate the original ideas and structure turn out to be. 
The more films you make, you get better at catching things in the writing process, or in the 
shooting process, to prevent elaborate fixes in editing.  But that act of rewriting through every 
production phrase never goes away.    
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I was the main editor of the film and, as mentioned before, had the benefit of shooting 
three rehearsals and editing them together.  This helped find a flow to the piece, and informed 
me what I needed to grab for ample coverage.  I have developed as an editor and learned a lot 
from the various projects I’ve completed during my three years here. This film turned out more 
or less how I envisioned it would be edited.   The goal was to embody a fast paced Edgar Wright 
style of editing during the action oriented moments of the film.  For example, when Flora 
decides to smash the phone, we see this sequence in a cluster of fast moving edits.  We also 
included a mixture of extreme close up transitional shots and long takes highlighting the actor's 
performances. Some scenes frequently cut back and forth during snappy dialog while others 
have long takes that let the scene play out.  
The main theme of the film was encompassed in the definition of a Gary - “one who 
makes decisions on the behalf of other people but doesn’t consult them when doing so.”  It’s a 
commentary on what may sometimes appear as altruistic acts, but ultimately come from a place 
of superiority.  This embodies the false assumption that the person in charge knows what’s best 
for others.  I was hoping to satirize this idea with an elaborate domestic situation between 
partners.   Given the current political climate, there is a lot of talk on taking steps to address 
inequity of all kinds.  From this we’ve seen different people and organizations issue statements 
of change, addressing concerns that have fallen to the waste side until there was no other 
option but to face business as usual.  I have noticed that there’s a wave of change that comes 
from well intentioned places but still follows the same formula that got us here in the first place.  
As Albert Einstein is often credited with saying, “We cannot solve our problems with the same 
thinking we used when we created them.” So this story is about Flora’s hypocritical tactics for 
dealing with Gary.  She makes the same mistakes he does when she is trying to do right by her 
partner, Stuart.  Although this gets revealed in the end,  I could have done a better job of 
establishing Gary as the kind of guy who acts this way.  One of my main take-aways is 
connected with my own desire to create something original, but inadvertently making the film 
muddled and confusing.  I’ve tried to avoid generic stories and plot resolutions.  But I’m realizing 
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now that certain cliched approaches work well if you’re able to innovate how they are done.  And 
so within this short film I feel I’ve made that same mistake, complicating things in an attempt to 
be original.  From showing this film for feedback, it is apparent that it’s better to be clear than 
confusing, and subtlety works in performance, but not in plot.  
Another learning experience came from the production process within covid regulations.  
Both a blessing and a curse, these restrictions forced all of us to meticulously plan out our 
shoots and only bring on essential crew members.  At times creativity is fueled when you work 
within certain constraints, but it can also result in excuse making, cutting corners, and having a 
distorted sense of what’s good enough.  There were certain shortcomings with a small crew that 
led to time delays and inadequate execution of scenes.  Weather played a role in my film since 
a storm passes through during the course of the story.  While we did take advantage of shooting 
during a rainstorm, some of our shots had to include fake rain.  One shot in particular shows a 
sun-shower rather than overcast rainstorm which contrasted against the continuity of the rest of 
the scene.  
In reflection, the process of completing my thesis production truly stems from my 
experience over the last couple of years, especially acting as a Graduate Assistant. I’m grateful 
that I had this role and gained so many invaluable experiences and insights that I wouldn’t have 
attained solely as a student.  I was fortunate to work with a myriad of thoughtful and highly 
experienced professors, as well as interact with students and faculty within other departments.  
By taking the screenwriting seminar twice, I got to know some of the creative writing majors, and 
from taking Arts Leadership and Board Development, I got to know folks in the Arts 
Administration track.  In graduate school we are naturally in our own bubble, so it was refreshing 
to peer into other’s frameworks to see what other possibilities lie beyond the film program.   
But within my own Graduate Assistant experience, working in the equipment room, the 
editing lab, and teaching were all exceptional experiences and some of the most valuable take-
aways I’ve gotten from the program.  Teaching “Beginning Film Production” for three semesters 
was also a great way to meet undergraduate students.  Undergraduates are essential for a 
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graduate program like this to thrive.  They have a sincere enthusiasm, eagerness, and time to 
learn on other people’s sets that graduate students do not have due to the burden of fulfilling 
their own course requirements.  Many of my former students have become essential members 
of my crews, and I hope that it’s a mutually beneficial experience.   In addition to teaching, 
working in the lab and equipment room were also hugely beneficial.  In the equipment room, I 
was able to learn all the equipment inside and out, and better understand how the film 
department works as a whole.  Proctoring in the lab was also a helpful experience, allowing me 
to better understand editing software (such as Avid and pro-tools) and working with students to 
troubleshoot their computer problems.  It was also a lesson in understanding the breadth of 
work that goes into managing a networked system of computers across the school. 
Having a firm understanding of UNO’s equipment offerings, I was able to make informed 
decisions on the type of equipment I would need, and how to make the best use of it.  Notably, 
one of the major benefits of going to film school is the ability to utilize equipment that would be 
hard to acquire given the meager budgets we were working with.  I wrap up my thesis feeling 
good about my experience in the UNO M.F.A. Film Program.  I come away with a vastly 
improved knowledge of visual storytelling, a greater confidence in using film equipment, and a 
talented new network of filmmakers and professors.   Despite the extreme difficulty of working 
through semesters with Covid-19 regulations, it fostered creativity and demanded innovative 
storytelling, and I think that it made us all better filmmakers in the process.     
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APPENDIX C: Pre-production calendar 
TIMETABLE TASK TASKLEADER
WEEK OF AUGUST 31 Lock in AD Ben
Lock in other key positions Ben
Assessment of initial budget Kelsey & Robbie
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 7
Walkthrough of location.  Assess budget, crew, 
location, and timeline Kelsey, Robbie, and Ben
Sketch out preliminary plan for craft services / 
catering Kelsey & head of catering (TDB)
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 14
Initial email to cast and crew re: production dates 
and Covid guidelines Robbie & AD (TBD)
Equipment List Ben & DP (Jerry)
Meeting with director, prod designer, DP, AD, and 
Producers Ben, Robbie, & Kelsey
2nd Rehearsal with main actors Ben
Have costume designer get in touch with actors
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 21 Final Prop and Set Dec List Robbie & Production Designer (Jennifer)
Build out shooting schedule Ben, AD, & Kelsey
Dress rehearsal with the actors
Order / decide on wardrobe
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 28
Assessment of production plan considering 
COVID restrictions Ben and Cesar
Acquisiton of props and set dressing Ben
Work with DP - scout - finalize equipment list Ben and Jerry
Work with AD and 2nd to confirm all forms that 
needed to be completed by cast, crew, and 
production Ben and Cesar
Email cast/crew about virtual prod meetin Cesar
submit equipment list to Equipment Room
WEEK OF OCTOBER 5
Purchase any remaining props and set 
decorations Ben and Kelsey
Lock in catering and craft service plan Kelsey
Hold virtual production meeting Ben, Kelsey, Robbie
WEEK OF OCTOBER 12 Last minute production needs Kelsey, Robbie
Send out call sheets, final scheduling 2nd AD
OCTOBER 16-18 PRODUCTION BEGINS! Woot
WEEK OF OCTOBER 19
Quick assembly edit of short...decide what 
reshoots are needed Ben, Elyse
OCTOBER 23-25 2nd weekend of shooting Ben
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SCENE/SHOT SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
2 SUNLIT BATHROOM - DAY
2.1 XCU washer water Water spurts out of washer into barrel Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15 X
2.2 OT(L)S MS Flora Flora takes clothes out of garbage bag Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15 X
2.3 Aerial CU garbage bag Flora pulls out bloody white women's tank top Slider propped above washer SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :30 X
2.4 Aerial CU washer Tank top drops into washer Slider propped above washer SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15 X
2.5 MS Flora Flora sorts through clothes, men's slacks, pens fall cam on washer pointing out SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15 X
2.6 LA CU floor 7 pens crash to the floor Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15
2.7 OT(L)S XCU shirt Flora unravels bloody men's sleeve sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15 X
TOTAL 2 HOURS
3 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM - DAY
3.1 XCU LA Stuart's hand Stuart writes on report with red pen Slider - track in SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :20
3.2 LA MS Stuart with coffee in foreground, Stuart sips Slider - track in SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15
TOTAL :35
4 SUNLIT BATHROOM - DAY
4.1 (2.2) OT(L)S MS Flora Flora going through pockets of pants Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15 X
4.2 Aerial CU dryer top Flora places items in a row on dryer Slider - track right SLO-MO SHOT 50MM :30 X
4.3 Aerial CU washer Pants fall into the washer Slider - no movement SLO-MO SHOT 50MM :15 X
4.4 MS Profile Flora Flora pulls out blonde wig Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15 X
4.5-7 XCUs window latches Window latches open Stick FAST MOTIOIN? 50MM :20 X
TOTAL 1:35
4A SIDE YARD - DAY
4a.1 WS side yard The wig is thrown out the window High Hat SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :20
TOTAL :20
5 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM - DAY
5.1 XCU Stuart hand Stuart wraps hand around coffee mug Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
5.2 HA CU Coffee mug tight shot into the coffee mug Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
5.3 CU Stuart Judges taste of coffee Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
TOTAL :45
6 SUNLIT BATHROOM - DAY
6.1 Waist level MS Flora
Flora stuffs Gary ID in her shorts, places phone/fob between 
two towels Slider - slow track back SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :30 X
6.2 XCU Detergent cap Cap twists off Sticks FAST MOTION 50mm :15 X
6.3 CU Washer Detergent cascases over clothes, blood separates Slider propped above washer SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :20 X
6.4 CU Washer lip Washer lid closes
TOTAL 1:05
7 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM - DAY
7.1 Profile CU Stuart LS hall
Stuart works  in foreground as Flora exits bathroom and walks 
towards him Sticks
seeing down hall, FOG machine, sunlight 
streaking in 28mm :30
7.2 MS Stuart Stuart sits on couch as Flora joins him Slider - track in 28mm :20
7.3
MS profile Stuart w/ Flora in 
BG Flora moves to get keys and leave, Stuart receives phone call Slider - track out 28mm :20
7.4 INSERT PHONE Stuart looks at phone, it's a message from sarah Sticks Phone pic of sarah on screen 50mm :15
TOTAL 1:25
8 FRONT PORCH - DAY
8.1 MS Flora on porch Flora runs down to gate... angled dolly Dana Dolly 50mm :30
TOTAL :30
9 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
9.1 HA WS on window Stuart sips coffee, Flora runs across window hihat on ladder cam mounted on ladder 28mm :20
TOTAL :20
10 SIDE YARD
10.1 LA Ground level Wig Wig in immediate foreground, Flora runs and grabs it hihat 28mm :15
TOTAL :15
11 BACKYARD - DAY
11.1 MS following Flora Flora marches to the grill Hand Held 28mm :15
TOTAL :15
12 BACKYARD - DAY
12.1-3 XCU valve/ starter / burner Flora turns on the grill Hand Held 28mm :20
12.4 HA CU grill grates Flora opens grill / drops wig on it Hand Held fire! 28mm :15
12.5 MLS Flora stands Flora idles, waits for wig to catch Hand Held fire! 28mm :15
12.6 OTS Flora ID & Grill Flora holds ID, drop into burning grill Hand Held fire! 28mm :20
12.7 XCU ID on grill ID sort of burns Hand Held fire! 28mm :10
12.8 CU Grill Grill lid shuts Hand held fire! 28mm :10
12.9 CU Grill valve Flora turns off the grill Hand held 28mm :10
TOTAL 1:40
12A FRONT PORCH / FRONT YARD
12A.1 MLS Flora Flora opens and closes the gate, looks at clouds Sticks 28mm :15
TOTAL :15
13 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
13.1 MS-LS Flora Flora kicks door open, interacteds with Stuart Dolly - Tracking left to right doorway Dolly, Curved & straight track 28mm :30
13.2 MS Stuart - Flora Stuart in foreground, blocks Flora from walking Sticks? maybe get with 13.1 28mm :10
13.3 MS Flora Flora and Stuart argue standing next to couch Hand Held 50mm :15
13.4 MS Stuart   Stuart stands and argues with F, standing by couch Hand Held CAMERA B 50mm
13.5 MS-CU Flora Flora confesses to kidnapping Gary Dolly - tracking in Doorway dolly, curved track 28mm :20
APPENDIX K: Shot List
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SCENE/SHOT SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
TOTAL 1:30
14 SIDE STREET - DAY
14.1 CU trunk Gary pounds on trunk from the inside Hand held 50mm :30
14.2 LS Audi Hipster walks by car wearing walkman Hand held 28mm :15
TOTAL :45
15 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
15.1 (13.4) CU Stuart Stuart says, "that's very specific" Hand held 35mm :20
15.2 (13.3) CU Flora Flora - "not everything is about...Stuart" walks off Dolly - static (from other shot) Doorway dolly, track 28mm :20
15.3 MS Stuart Stuart wanders around living room, addresses F Hand held 28mm :30
15.4 MS Flora Flora sits in chair, argues with S Hand held CAMERA B 28mm
15.5 CU Flora Flora throws body against front door and listens Hand held (stuart on other side of door) 28m :20
15.6 MS Flora at table
Flora knocks into coffee table, spilling coffee, cleans up with 
hand Hand held 28mm :10
15.7 CU coffee spills Mug is knocked over, spills on S's papers, Flora soaks up Hand held 28mm :10
TOTAL 1:30
15A FRONT PORCH
15A.1 MS Stuart on phone Stuart talks to Sarah on phone...looks up at storm Hand held (facing Alex's door) 50mm :15
TOTAL :15
16 SUNLIT BATHROOM
16.1 MS Flora 
With towels in foreground, Flora enters and grabs phone, turns 
it off, is scared washer buzz Sticks 50mm :15 X
16.2 OTS Flora of phone Flora turns phone off Sticks 50mm :15 X
16.5-7 CUs Montage Washer opens / clothes out / dryer sheets / dryer start Sticks 50mm :20 X
16.8 CU window rain patters on the window Sticks 28mm :10
TOTAL 1 HOUR
16A SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
16A.1 MS Stuart Stuart enters with grill and on the phone Sticks 28mm :15
TOTAL :15
16B SUNLIT BATHROOM




17.1 WS Flora enters from bath
Flora tumbles out of bathroom.  Looks down hall as Stuart.  
Gather tools for smasing phone Hand Held Master shot 28mm :25
17.2 OTS Flora etc Flora looks down hall at Stuart Hand held SEEING INTO LIVING ROOM 28mm :15
17.3 CU Window Lightning through the top window Hand held LIGHTNING! GET LATER! 50mm :20
17.4-7 CU Montage Grabbing cutting board / tool kit / pulling hammar Hand held montage 50mm :15
17.8 CU Flora
Holding hammar, looks back and forth between Stuart and 
window Hand held 50mm :20
17.9 CU Hammar Raises hammar into the air Hand held 50mm :10
17.10 MS Window Lightning through the top window Hand held GET LATER! 50mm :15
17.11 MS Flora hand Flora's hand tightens Hand held 85mm :10
17.12 CU Phone on table Flora smashes the phone on cutting board hand held bang! 50mm :15
17.13 (17.2) OTS Flora etc Towards living room, flora smashes, Stuart a little concerned hand held SEEING INTO LIVING ROOM 28mm :15
17.14-16 CU MOntage
Returning toolkit / grabbing phone / throwing cutting board in 
sink, running into bathroom hand held montage 28mm :15
TOTAL 2:40
18 SUNLIT BATHROOM
18.1 CU Towel rack Flora stuffs the mangled phone in to towel rack.  sticks 50mm :20
18.2 OTS Flora to mirror Flora stares into mirror at hersef, fixes hair, notices... sticks 28mm :20
18.3 CU mirror Blood smudge on mirror sticks 85mm :10
TOTAL :50
19 SUNLIT BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER
19.1 CU towel cleaning mirror Flora's hand scrubs fiercly Sticks whip pan to mirror 50mm :15
19.2 OTS Flora on mirror
Flora cleans mirror, swaying it up and down, when down we 
see Stuart Sticks mirror trick 28mm :20
TOTAL :35
20 KITCHEN
20.1 WS Floar and Stuart Stuart and Flora finish convo in bathroom, move to coffee Dolly Doorway dolly, curved track 28mm :30
20.2 MS Stuart at table Stuart sits at table, Flora comes up behind him Sticks Doorway dolly, curved track 50mm :15
20.3 Floor level Chair leg Chair leg screeches back Hi Hat Hi Hat 28mm :10
20.4 FS Flora & Stuart Flora and Stuart argue, round the table Dolly Doorway dolly, curved track 28mm :50
20.5 CU Grill on table Grill lands on table Hand held 50mm :15
20.6 OTS S on Flora Flora tries to get Stuart out of room, scene progresses Hand held 28mm :20
20.7 OTS F on Stuart Stuart wants to open grill...scene progreses Hand held CAMERA B 28mm
20.8 XCU ID card Stuart holds burnt ID card Hand held 85mm :10
20.9 WS Floar and Stuart Stuart and flora argue, eventually sit down Dolly doorway dolly, curved track 28mm :45
20.10 MS Stuart Stuart and flora argue, eventually sit down Hand held 50mm :20
20.11 MS Flora Stuart and flora argue, eventually sit down Hand held CAMERA B 50mm
20.12 MS Stuart at table Stuart and Flora talk it out Hand held 50mm :20
20.13 MS Flora at table Stuart and Flora talk it out Hand held CAMERA B 50mm
20.14 WS Floar and Stuart From behind, Flora and Gian talk it out (sitting at table) Dolly (maybe static 28mm :30
TOTAL 4:25
21 CAR - DAY
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SCENE/SHOT SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
21.1 2S Stuart and Flora Stuart and Flora drive, arrive at Gary's car Hand held 28mm :30
21.2 OTS Flora XCU Audi From the car, we see CU of Audio, of Gary get out car etc. Hand held 85mm :20
21.3 CU Gear Shift Flora throws gear shift Hand held 50mm :10
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FILTHY LAUNDRY FRIDAY - OCTOBER 16 - 2020
SN/ST SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
2, 4, 6 SUNLIT BATHROOM - DAY STR: 8:30am
4.5-7 XCUs window latches Window latches open Stick FAST MOTIOIN? 50MM :20
6.2 XCU Detergent cap Cap twists off Sticks FAST MOTION 50mm :15
2.1 XCU washer water Water spurts out of washer into barrel Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
2.2 OT(L)S MS Flora Flora takes clothes out of garbage bag Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
4.1 (2.2) OT(L)S MS Flora Flora going through pockets of pants Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15
2.5 MS Flora Flora sorts through clothes, men's slacks, pens fall cam on washer pointing out SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15
2.7 OT(L)S XCU shirt Flora unravels bloody men's sleeve sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :10
4.4 MS Profile Flora Flora pulls out blonde wig Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :10
6.1 Waist level MS Flora
Flora stuffs Gary ID in her shorts, places phone/fob between 
two towels Slider - slow track back SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :30
2.6 LA CU floor 7 pens crash to the floor Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15
2.3 Aerial CU garbage bag Flora pulls out bloody white women's tank top Slider propped above washer SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :30
2.4 Aerial CU washer Tank top drops into washer Slider propped above washer SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
4.2 Aerial CU dryer top Flora places items in a row on dryer Slider - track right SLO-MO SHOT 50MM :30
4.3 Aerial CU washer Pants fall into the washer Slider - no movement SLO-MO SHOT 50MM :15
6.3 Aerial CU Washer Detergent cascases over clothes, blood separates Slider propped above washer SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :20
TOTAL 4:30
16, 16B SUNLIT BATHROOM STR: 1:00pm
16.5-7 CUs Montage Washer opens / clothes out / dryer sheets / dryer start Sticks 50mm :20
16.2 OTS Flora of phone Flora turns phone off Sticks 50mm :15
16.8 CU window rain patters on the window Sticks 28mm :10
16B.1 MS Flora (from other side) Flora stares at phone, contemplating Sticks facing shower 28mm :10
16.1 MS Flora 
With towels in foreground, Flora enters and grabs phone, turns 
it off, is scared washer buzz slider, track back 50mm :15
TOTAL 1 HOUR
LUNCH - 2PM
18 SUNLIT BATHROOM STR: 2:30pm
18.1 CU Towel rack Flora stuffs the mangled phone in to towel rack.  Slider, track in need mangled phone 50mm :20
18.2 OTS Flora to mirror Flora stares into mirror at hersef, fixes hair, notices... sticks 28mm :20
18.3 CU mirror Blood smudge on mirror sticks 85mm :10
TOTAL :50
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SC/ST SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
3, 5, 7, 9 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM - DAY
3.1 XCU LA Stuart's hand Stuart writes on report with red pen Slider - track in
(PICK UP DAY - NO PEN 
YET) 28mm :20
3.2 LA MS Stuart with coffee in foreground, Stuart sips Slider - track in SLO-MO SHOT 28mm :15
5.1 XCU Stuart hand Stuart wraps hand around coffee mug Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
5.3 CU Stuart Judges taste of coffee Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
5.2 HA CU Coffee mug tight shot into the coffee mug Sticks SLO-MO SHOT 50mm :15
7.1 Profile CU Stuart LS hall
Stuart works  in foreground as Flora exits bathroom and 
walks towards him Sticks
seeing down hall, FOG 
machine, sunlight streaking in 28mm :30
7.2 MS Stuart Stuart sits on couch as Flora joins him Slider - track in 28mm :20
7.3
MS profile Stuart w/ Flora in 
BG
Flora moves to get keys and leave, Stuart receives 
phone call Slider - track out 28mm :20
7.4 INSERT PHONE Stuart looks at phone, it's a message from sarah Sticks Phone pic of sarah on screen 50mm :15
9.1 HA WS on window Stuart sips coffee, Flora runs across window hihat on ladder cam mounted on ladder 28mm :20
TOTAL 2:45
13, 15 SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
13.1 MS-LS Flora Flora kicks door open, interacteds with Stuart Dolly - Tracking left to right
doorway Dolly, Curved & 
straight track 28mm 1:00
13.2 MS Stuart - Flora Stuart in foreground, blocks Flora from walking Sticks CAMERA B 28mm
15.3 MS Stuart Stuart wanders around living room, addresses Flora Dolly - Tracking with Stuart 28mm :30
13.3 (15.2) MS Flora Flora and Stuart argue standing next to couch Hand Held 50mm :15
13.4 (15.1) MS Stuart   Stuart stands and argues with F, standing by couch Hand Held CAMERA B 50mm
15.3a MS Stuart
Argues with Pat, shows phone that Sarah is calling, 
walks to door and leaves Hand Held 35mm :20
15.4 MS Flora Flora sits in chair, argues with S Hand held CAMERA B 28mm
15.3b CU Phone Sarah is calling Hand Held 50mm :15
15.5 CU Flora Flora throws body against front door and listens Hand held (stuart on other side of door) 28m :20
15.6 MS Flora at table
Flora knocks into coffee table, spilling coffee, cleans up 
with hand Hand held 28mm :10
15.7 CU coffee spills
Mug is knocked over, spills on S's papers, Flora soaks 
up Hand held 28mm :10
TOTAL 3:00
16A SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
16A.1 MS Stuart Stuart enters with grill and on the phone Sticks 28mm :30
TOTAL :30
8, 12A FRONT PORCH / FRONT YARD - DAY
8.1 MS Flora on porch Flora runs down to gate... Hand held down stairs 50mm :30
12A.1 MLS Flora Flora opens and closes the gate, looks at clouds Hand held 28mm :15
TOTAL 1 HOUR
4A, 10 SIDE YARD
4A.1 LA LS House Wig is tossed out the window hand held 28mm :10
10.1 LA Ground level Wig Wig in immediate foreground, Flora runs and grabs it hi-hat 28mm :10
TOTAL :10
11, 12 BACKYARD - DAY
11.1 MS following Flora Flora marches to the grill Hand Held 28mm :15
12.1-3 XCU valve/ starter / burner Flora turns on the grill Hand Held 28mm :20
12.9 CU Grill valve Flora turns off the grill Hand held 28mm :10
12.4 HA CU grill grates Flora opens grill / drops wig on it Hand Held fire! 28mm :15
12.5 MLS Flora stands Flora idles, waits for wig to catch Hand Held fire! 28mm :15
12.6 OTS Flora ID & Grill Flora holds ID, drop into burning grill Hand Held fire! 28mm :20
12.7 XCU ID on grill ID sort of burns Hand Held fire! 28mm :10
12.8 CU Grill Grill lid shuts Hand held fire! 28mm :10
12.9 WS Flora Flora stands and waits, has a moment to herself, checks grillHand held 28mm :10
TOTAL 2 HOURS
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SCENE/SHOT SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
16A SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
PREP 1:30




17.2 OTS Flora etc Flora looks down hall at Stuart Hand held SEEING INTO LIVING ROOM 28mm :15
17.13 (17.2) OTS Flora etc Towards living room, flora smashes, Stuart a little concerned hand held SEEING INTO LIVING ROOM 28mm :15
PREP TIME 1:00
17.1 WS Flora enters from bath
Flora tumbles out of bathroom.  Looks down hall as Stuart.  
Gather tools for smas ing phone...throwing cutting board in 
sink, running into bathroom Hand Held Master shot - she smashes off screen 28mm :25
17.8 CU Flora
Holding hammar, looks back and forth between Stuart and 
window Hand held 50mm :20
17.9 CU Hammar Raises hammar into the air - hand tightens Hand held 50mm :15
17.11 MS Flora hand Flora's hand tightens Hand held 85mm :10
17.12 CU Phone on table Flora smashes the phone on cutting board hand held bang! 50mm :15
17.4-7 CU Montage
Grabbing cutting board / tool kit / pulling hammar - and putting 
back return Hand held montage 50mm :30
17.14-16 CU Montage Grabbing phone hand held montage 28mm :20
17.3 CU Window Lightning through the top window Hand held LIGHTNING! GET LATER! 50mm :20
17.10 MS Window Lightning through the top window Hand held GET LATER! 50mm :15
TOTAL 3 HOURS
19 SUNLIT BATHROOM 
PREP TIME :30
19.0 MS mirror of Flora Flora checks herself in mirror, sees blood Sticks :15
19.1 CU towel cleaning mirror Flora's hand scrubs fiercly Sticks whip pan to mirror 50mm :15
19.2 OTS Flora on mirror
Flora cleans mirror, swaying it up and down, when down we 






WS Flora and Stuart - coffee 
to table
Stuart and Flora finish convo in bathroom, move to coffee, 
Stuart sits at table, Flora comes up to his side, plays out, 
argue around the table, Stuart and flora argue, eventually sit 
down Dolly Doorway dolly, curved track 28mm 1:00:00
20.1a MS Flora Flora asks for coffee, they talk Sticks 50mm :20
20.1b MS Stuart Stuart pours her a cup, they talk, walk off screen Sticks CAMERA B 50mm
20.5 CU Grill on table Grill lands on table Hand held 50mm :20
20.6 OTS S on Flora Flora tries to get Stuart out of room, scene progresses Hand held 28mm :20
20.7 OTS F on Stuart Stuart wants to open grill...scene progreses Hand held CAMERA B 28mm
20.8 XCU ID card Stuart holds burnt ID card Hand held 85mm :10
20.10 MS Stuart Stuart and flora argue, eventually sit down Hand held 50mm :20
20.11 MS Flora Stuart and flora argue, eventually sit down Hand held CAMERA B 50mm
20.12 MS Stuart at table Stuart and Flora talk it out Hand held 50mm :20
20.13 MS Flora at table Stuart and Flora talk it out Hand held CAMERA B 50mm
PREP TIME :30
20.14 WS Floar and Stuart From behind, Flora and Gian talk it out (sitting at table) 28mm :30
PREP TIME :15
20.3 Floor level Chair leg Chair leg screeches back Hi Hat Hi Hat 28mm :15
TOTAL 6 HOURS
14 SIDE STREET - DAY
14.1 CU trunk Gary pounds on trunk from the inside Hand held 50mm :30
14.2 LS Audi Hipster walks by car wearing walkman Hand held 28mm :15
TOTAL :45
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SCENE/SHOT SHOT TYPE ACTION CAM MOVEMENT / SETUP SP EQUIP / NOTES LENS TIME
FRIDAY - 10/23/20
14 SIDE STREET - DAY
PREP TIME 1:00
14.1 CU trunk Gary pounds on trunk from the inside Hand held 50mm :20
14.2 LS Audi Hipster walks by car wearing walkman Hand held 28mm :20
TOTAL 1:40
21 CAR - DAY
PREP TIME :30
21.1 2S Stuart and Flora Stuart and Flora drive, arrive at Gary's car Hand held 28mm :30
21.2 OTS STUART MS Audi From the car, we see CU of Audi, of Gary get out car etc. Hand held 85mm :20
21.2a Clean MS Audi Audi trunk pops open, Gary get out car etc. Hand held 50mm :20
21.3 CU Gear Shift Flora throws gear shift Hand held 50mm :10
TOTAL 1:20
COMPANY MOVE :30
16A SUNLIT LIVING ROOM
PREP TIME :30
16A.1 MS Stuart Stuart enters with grill and on the phone Sticks 28mm :15
TOTAL :45
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8, 12A FRONT PORCH / FRONT YARD - DAY
8.1 MS Flora on porch Flora runs down to gate... Hand held down stairs 50mm :30
12A.1 MLS Flora Flora opens and closes the gate, looks at clouds Hand held 28mm :15
TOTAL 1 HOUR
4A, 10 SIDE YARD
4A.1 LA LS House Wig is tossed out the window hand held 28mm :10
10.1 LA Ground level Wig Wig in immediate foreground, Flora runs and grabs it hi-hat 28mm :10
TOTAL :20
11, 12 BACKYARD - DAY
11.1 MS following Flora Flora marches to the grill Hand Held 28mm :15
12.1-3 XCU valve/ starter / burner Flora turns on the grill Hand Held 28mm :20
12.9 CU Grill valve Flora turns off the grill Hand held 28mm :10
12.4 HA CU grill grates Flora opens grill / drops wig on it Hand Held fire! 28mm :15
12.5 MLS Flora stands Flora idles, waits for wig to catch Hand Held fire! 28mm :15
12.6 OTS Flora ID & Grill Flora holds ID, drop into burning grill Hand Held fire! 28mm :20
12.7 XCU ID on grill ID sort of burns Hand Held fire! 28mm :10
12.8 CU Grill Grill lid shuts Hand held fire! 28mm :10
12.9 WS Flora Flora stands and waits, has a moment to herself, checks grill Hand held 28mm :10
TOTAL 2 HOURS
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Feb 2021 (Central Time - Chicago)Filthy Laundry POST PROD SCHEDULE
3 1 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3
1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0
2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7
2 8 1 2 3 4 5 6
WRITE THESIS PAPER AND BINDER cancel efax NOW
PICTURE LOCK
SOUND MIX
ROUGH PASS OF 
Sun M o n T u e W e d Thu Fr i S a t
APPENDIX L: Post Production Schedule
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Mar 2021 (Central Time - Chicago)Filthy Laundry POST PROD SCHEDULE
2 8 1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3
1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 8 1 9 2 0
2 1 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7
2 8 2 9 3 0 3 1 1 2 3
SOUND MIX
ROUGH PASS OF 
COLOR GRADING FINALIZE FILM 
FINALIZE FILM Final Mix FINAL FILM DUE
Sun M o n T u e W e d Thu Fr i S a t
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Budget Title : Filthy Laundry
Producer : Kelsey Scult, Robbie Morgan
Director : Ben Donnellon
Acct# Category Description Page Total
1100 STORY, RIGHTS, CONTINUITY 1 0
1200 PRODUCERS UNIT 1 0
1300 DIRECTOR 1 0
1400 CAST 2 425
0
Total Above-The-Line 425
2000 PRODUCTION STAFF 3 0
2100 EXTRA TALENT 3 0
2200 SET DESIGN 3 230
2300 SET CONSTRUCTION 4 0
2400 SET STRIKING 4 0
2500 SET OPERATIONS 4 150
2600 SPECIAL EFFECTS 5 0
2700 SET DRESSING 5 500
2800 PROPERTY 6 300
2900 WARDROBE 6 150
3000 PICTURE VEHICLES & ANIMALS 7 8 0
3100 MAKE-UP & HAIRDRESSING 7 3 5
3200 LIGHTING 7 450
3300 CAMERA 8 550
3400 PRODUCTION SOUND 8 0
3500 TRANSPORTATION 9 200
3600 LOCATION 9 495
4399 Total Fringes 0
Total Below-The-Line Production 3,140
4500 EDITING 1 1 0
4600 MUSIC 1 1 0
4700 POST PRODUCTION SOUND 1 2 0
4800 POST PROD FILM & LAB 1 2 0
5299 Total Fringes 0
Total Below-The-Line Post 0
6500 PUBLICITY 1 3 300
6800 GENERAL EXPENSE 1 3 150
7499 Total Fringes 0
Total Below-The-Line Other 450
Total Above-The-Line 425
Total Below-The-Line 3,590








Filthy Laundry I Rough Screening Feedback 
Thanks for taking a look at my first cut! I'd be grateful for any feedback you have to offer, keeping in mind we're probably done with reshoots at 
this point...probably. 
Here's the link: hltps-J/vimeo com/bendonnellon/review/483414562/Se0J 830425 
Please note you can add time specific notes by clicking on the video. 
Briefly. what is this film about? 
A complicated relationship that works somehow. A couple's story. 
What's working for you at the moment? Any scenes that jumped out at you (in a good way?) 
All the songs with 1950's. The slow motion. 
The close ups. 
The scenes with her covering her tracks. 
It's very dialogue intensive, but the scene when's she's caught and didn't want to tell him, accusing him of selfishness, but she had it all along was 
lovely. 
What's not working for you? Any scenes or moments take you out of the film? 
She's too mean. "I hope he's dead" to a partner's wife with that aggression when he's on the phone was not what I personally wanted. Sarcastic 
route would be better for a moment. Too high at times. Or more off stage. This is a personal opinion, so please don't take it as a professional 
critique. 
Also, editing note ... keep it close up/over shoulder until the grill, then do full. I think I the editing should be looked as a major tool in this piece. 
But your actors are beautiful. I like their faces, when it pulled away to full shot when she poured the coffee, and then back to close ups, it took me 
out of the scene. That's my major note, is editing. Stay on them until needed. They are wonderful to watch. 
Any additional comments? Anything helps. thank you! 
It's cute!! This is about a couple! It's clever! Thank you for changing the ending to humor, it's so lovely!! 
See what magic is around for those closeups! 
I love the grill & the reveal scene, that's the Golden burning ticket!  Great work!!! 
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Appendix O: Distribution Plan
I plan on submitting my film to the UNO Film Festival, New Orleans Film Festival, 
Austin Film Festival, Montclair Film Festival, Berlin Lift-Off Film Festival, and SXSW.  
Having been in the NOFF for the past two years, I’m hoping to continue to be part of the 
festival.  I’ve been keeping an eye on the Berlin Lift-Off Film Festival, and it appears that 
my movie could be a good fit.    Lastly, I’d like to submit to SXSW. It’s always been a goal 
to have a film played there, and I will continue to submit.   I plan on participating in a public 
screening in the spring of 2021 at the University of New Orleans along with all the other 
thesis films that were produced this year.  This will be independent of the UNO Film 
Festival, which will be held virtually this year.  
After the festival process is over, I plan to submit my film to Short of the Week, 
Filmshortage, and other strictly online platforms.  I’ll also send my work to Miniflex, which 
is a premium short film online hub.  Eventually, I plan on sharing my short for free on 
Vimeo and my website.  I hope it can act as a calling card for audiences to check out my 
other work, along with appealing to potential collaborators and clients in the future.     
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APPENDIX P: Film Marketing Package
Film Director's Bio & Resume
Ben is an award winning filmmaker who specializes in social advocacy documentaries and 
satirical narratives. He served as cinematographer & editor on the feature length 
documentary, “The Revival of Jewish Poland,” which won The Best Doc Feature for the “Los 
Angeles Cinema Festival of Hollywood” and was an honorable mention at the “International 
Film Awards Berlin” in 2014.
In 2016, Ben shot and edited the documentary, Una Vida, Dos Paises, which explores the 
lives of diverse transnational children and youth in Mexico to illustrate the realities, 
challenges and opportunities they face living, studying, and adapting in two nations. The 
film was featured in The New York Times.
Ben is co-founder of the non-profit organization, The FilmShop, a group of independent 
filmmakers dedicated to developing new, groundbreaking work through collaboration and 
collective development. Currently there are chapters in New York, New Orleans, and Los 
Angeles.
In New York City, Ben directed The New York Film Critics Series, a national pre-release 
screening series hosted by Peter Travers, featuring live Q&As with stars, producers, and 
directors. Recent guests have included James Franco, David O. Russell, Rob Reiner, Bruce 
Dern, June Squibb, and Daniel Radcliffe. Along with serving as cinematographer on the 
documentary "The Revival of Jewish Poland," winner of Best Feature Documentary at The 
Los Angeles Cinema Festival of Hollywood, Ben has worked on documentaries in Israel, 






NOLA CREATORS LLC | Co-Founder and Principal
New Orleans, LA | ideo production company | 2019- present 
Award winning full service video production company
Speciali ed in commercials, documentaries, and social media campaigns 
Strong technical working knowledge and fluency in film, video and post production
University of New Orleans | raduate Teaching Assistant 
New Orleans, LA | School of the Arts | 201 -2021
New York Film Critics Series osted by Peter Travers 
New York, NY | Event Producer and Director | 201  – 2016
od ce i ec o d ca o
EXPERIENCE
Four semesters of teaching Beginning Film Production to undergraduates (virtual teaching included) 
Managed Equipment Room - Check outs, inventory, Grip Truck and Sound Stage upkeep 
Proctored Editing lab, assisting students (with Avid, Pro-Tools, Adobe Suite, etc.) 
Directed multicamera theatrical pre-release screening event hosted by Peter Travers
Worked along high profile talent including Al Pacino, Rob Reiner, James Franco, Frances McDormand 
ired crew, created budgets, directed production, and post-production supervision
New Orleans Film Festival
New Orleans, LA | enue Manager | 2017-201
Oversaw theatrical venue logistics involved with screenings and special events
Trained and managed volunteer staff to control theater flow and ticket sales
Conducted introductions, closings, and As 
Supporting Immigrants in Schools ideo Series | NYSED 
New York, NY | Cinematographer  Editor | 2016-201
 part video series funded by the New York State Education Department
Showcased educational practices that created safe environments for immigrant students and families 
Produced videos on educating refugees, and elementary and secondary immigration issues
Una ida, Dos Paises | Short Documentary | U.S. Mexico Foundation 
Mexico | Cinematographer  Editor | 201
The film shares how children and youth experience life in Mexico after being born or raised in the US 
The 0-minute film is multilingual in Spanish, English, and apotec with subtitles throughout
Accompanied by curriculum for secondary schools in the US and Mexico
 University of New Orleans
 Master of Fine Arts, Film Production  
201  - 2021
 Ithaca College
 B.S. in Cinema and Photography  
Philosophy Minor 
 2002 - 2006
 FILM ACCOLADES
riter  Director | Complete Bullshit  
Short Narrative
2020 Official Selection 
New Orleans Film Festival
Co- riter  Co-Director | Terry  Sam  
Short Narrative
2019 Official Selection 
New Orleans Film Festival 
riter  Director | Non-Unanimous  
Short Documentary
2019 Official Selection 
New Orleans Film Festival 
riter  Director | A int Of Disorder 
Feature Narrative
2016 Breakthrough Series Selection
Cinematographer  Editor 
Revival of ewish Poland  
Feature Doc
201  inner Best Doc Feature
L.A. Cinema Festival of ollywood
S ILLS
Adobe Creative Cloud 
Davinci Resolve
Pro-Tools 
Avid Media Composer 
Digital Imaging Technician Microsoft 
Excel 
Microsoft ord
Filmshop | Co-Founder, Executive Director Emeritus
New York, Los Angeles, New Orleans | A nonprofit film collective | 2009 – present
Facilitated critique workshops, curated screening events, and oversaw new member recruitment 
Co-founded and current co-organi er of New Orleans chapter










Written & Directed by Ben Donnellon
Producers Kelsey Scult / Robbie Morgan
Assistant Director Cesar Gelli
Director of Photography Jerry Lewis
2nd Camera Operator Andrew Madden
1st AC Kenzy Latham
Grip Noah Clifton
Script Supervisor Nelly Yelvington
Sound Recordist Holly Ferrari
Boom Operator Erin Owens











Ben Donnellon hails from Morristown, NJ.  He worked in New York City for 10 years 
before moving down to New Orleans in 2017.  Ben is an award winning filmmaker who 
specializes in social advocacy documentaries and satirical narratives.  Ben is co-founder of 
the non-profit organization, The FilmShop, a group of independent filmmakers dedicated to 
developing new, groundbreaking work through collaboration and collective development.  
Currently there are chapters in New York, New Orleans, and Los Angeles. 
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